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FOREWORD
FROM CLLR GOULD
London is a dynamic world city –
a hub of creative, economic, social
and community activity. People and
businesses come here from around the
UK, from around the world, to access
new opportunities and flourish.
The story of London’s labour market
over the last two decades has been an
expansion of good-quality, highly skilled jobs,
accompanied by an increase in unstable,
low-paid work that provides little opportunity
for progression. The percentage of Londoners
in poverty that live in a working family has
risen from 44% a decade ago, to 58% in 2019.
We cannot regard London’s economic growth
as a success if it is leaving more and more
workers and families behind.
Training and education can be a route to
good-quality jobs for those trapped in a cycle
of poverty pay. We have more work to do to
ensure that everyone has access to skills and
training that has been adapted to support
people in a changing economy and a shifting
world of work. That is why the devolution of the
adult education budget is a fantastic opportunity
for London to focus our resources and create
a modern skills system that supports a fair labour
market that works for everyone.

As Chair of CLF’s Employment and Skills Board,
I lead representatives from the 12 Central London
boroughs, working closely with employers,
educators and training providers. We have jointly
developed this Skills Strategy to set out a vision for
a system that recognises the unique challenge
facing Central London boroughs. I am proud
that CLF has taken the bold step of articulating
an ambitious strategy for our area that
acknowledges the complex challenge of shaping
and creating an inclusive economy that provides
opportunities for businesses and residents alike.
This strategy sets out how we will work together
as a system – across local government, business
and skills providers – focusing on both equality
of opportunity and of outcomes. We will be
ambitious and rigorous in holding ourselves
to account on delivering our vision – more
people in good work with good pay, not just
qualifications gained.
I would like to thank all those who have
contributed to this strategy already, and
urge Central London boroughs, businesses
and training providers, as well as national
and London Government, to maintain this
spirit of collaboration and work together
to ensure that we deliver a productive,
effective skills system that works for all
Central London residents.
Cllr Georgia Gould
Leader of London Borough of Camden and
Chair of the CLF Employment and Skills Board
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

The CLF region has
been a critical engine
behind the country’s
growth in output and
employment in recent
years, particularly
in high skilled occupations.
However, the CLF labour
market is polarised, and
does not offer equal
opportunities to all.
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Central London’s labour market has performed
strongly since the financial crisis. Between
2010 and 2015, more than half a million
additional jobs were created in the Central
London economy, accounting for 64% of
London’s jobs growth.
Growth has delivered a wide array of new
job opportunities to Central London’s residents,
closing the long-standing gulf between
Central London’s employment rate and the
rest of the UK. It has also delivered benefits to
the economy beyond the boundaries of our
12 boroughs: today, the CLF region accounts
for 67% of London’s Gross Value Added (GVA),
and more than 1 out of every £10 generated
in the UK is attributable to Central London’s
economic success.
A growing share of new jobs are in highvalue sectors including professional and
business services, finance, and ICT, which
alone account for four in ten jobs in Central
London. These sectors in particular have driven
strong demand for a highly qualified workforce,
and today more than 50% of employees
working in Central London have a higher-level
qualification, compared to less than 30% in
the rest of the UK. The growth in high-skilled
workers has been underpinned by several
important factors:
»» Central London’s schools are among the best
in the country, especially for children from
low-income backgrounds.
»» More 18-year-olds from CLF boroughs progress
to higher education than the national
average, and 83% of London’s further
education and skills providers are rated good
or outstanding by OFSTED.
»» The capital was better at retaining the talent
its world-leading universities created, with
a graduate retention rate of 77%, higher
than any other UK city. High-skilled workers
from the rest of the UK or abroad come
to London to access the employment

opportunities it offers, the pay premiums
(29% higher than UK average), and the chance
to progress in a competitive labour market.
In many ways this is a sign of success –
a testament to both Central London’s
attractiveness as a place to work and do
business, and the significant improvements
in the education system of Central London
over the last decade. But there are structural
challenges for the education and skills system that
need to be tackled to make the system fit for all
Central Londoners, now and into the future.

New challenges for the skills system
Rapid employment growth has brought with it
new challenges, in particular the rising degree
of polarisation in the London labour market,
where new jobs are either concentrated in highskilled, high-paid occupations or the low-skilled,
low-paid jobs that often accompany them.
Though many residents have benefitted from
this growth, polarisation creates major barriers
for residents without degree-level qualifications
to enter decent, well-paid work – let alone to
progress up the career ladder.
A significant share of Central London’s
population has been excluded from the growth
of Central London’s labour market, and do
not have the skills necessary to participate
and progress. These problems are likely
to be exacerbated by the future trajectory
of employment growth in London, and the likely
effects of Brexit, automation, digitalisation, and
London’s ageing population.
Central London’s skills system does not match
up with the needs of its employers or its residents.
There is not enough high-level provision that
prepares residents for the types of jobs available
in London’s competitive jobs market, and the
skills system struggles to reach groups most in
need of support, or to combat Central London’s
stark labour market inequalities.
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The devolution of the
Adult Education Budget
to London offers the subregion a chance to build
a better skills system for
Central London residents,
based around five key
principles outlined below.

Central London Forward

The devolution of the Adult Education Budget
(AEB) to London in 2019–20 brings with it an
opportunity to rebuild the skills system around
the changing needs of the Central London
labour market.
It offers the opportunity for a number of sectors
in the sub-region to work together to achieve
shared priorities for London’s skills system, and to
trial new approaches to provision. To that end,
this Skills Strategy is intended to support residents,
employers, and providers in the lead-up to
devolution and beyond. It adopts an outcomes
approach, and focuses on supporting residents
and employees to develop the skills that will
increase productivity and progression, particularly
among the most disadvantaged and hard-toreach learners.
This strategy should begin to influence
commissioning for courses beginning in
September 2019 – before the Greater London
Authority changes are likely to come into effect.
This will ensure that the CLF region is prepared
when it comes to new commissioning practices,
and that the boroughs, employers and providers
working in CLF will be able to participate in the
GLA’s new commissioning system equipped
with experience and expertise. The strategy
is intended to inform key CLF stakeholders
of the critical challenges facing the Central
London labour market, and of the priority
areas of joint work where CLF boroughs want to
collaborate with employers, skills providers and
others to improve the skills and labour market
chances of Central London residents. Its aims
are that:
»» Residents and workers access the skills, jobs
and support to thrive in Central London’s
dynamic economy. There is a specific focus
on developing skills for vulnerable groups
and those that are currently furthest from
the labour market.
»» Employers secure growth through access to
a more diverse and better-skilled workforce,
who are trained in the types of skills that
employers need, in fields with skills gaps.
»» Providers access information around the labour
market and local needs, to improve the quality
and relevance of courses that are offered.
»» Boroughs take a leadership role in reforming
the CLF skills system, through collaborating
with partners and each other, to ensure that skills
commissioning and provision is of a high and
consistent quality across the sub-region.

To deliver this strategy, and ensure inclusive
growth and access to skills, we want to address
the following themes through a series of collective
activities over the next two years:
1. D
 eliver inclusive growth that supports the
most vulnerable CLF residents into learning
and work
CLF will work with providers and the GLA
to ensure that the AEB is effectively used to
meet the needs of CLF’s priority groups, that
learning is delivered locally, and that future
commissioning has a strong emphasis on
outreach and support.
»» CLF boroughs will make an offer to the GLA
to improve the pan-London Information,
Advice and Guidance (IAG) service.
»» CLF boroughs will use their leverage over
local job creation to promote high-quality,
well-paid jobs.
»» CLF will link its employment programmes
with local skills provision.
»» CLF boroughs will work to join up activities
in schools/colleges with both employers
and technical and vocational education
providers.
2. S
 upport residents to access and
progress in CLF’s increasingly polarised
labour market
»» CLF boroughs will lobby the GLA
to focus on pre-employment training
in commissioning.
»» Boroughs will convene dialogue between
employers, providers and learners around
what pre-employment training would be
valuable to all parties.
»» Boroughs will work with employers to improve
the provision of in-work training, especially
for those in low-paid work.
»» Boroughs will lobby the GLA and national
Government to make short courses at level 3+
eligible for Advanced Learner Loans.
»» CLF boroughs will bring employers and
providers in key sectors to improve the
provision of in-work training, with a focus
on training for those in low paid work.
3. E mbed an outcomes approach into
skills commissioning
»» Boroughs, providers and employers to
collaborate on improving, harmonising
and sharing existing data collected
on skills outcomes, especially for Adult
Community Learning.
7
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»» Boroughs and providers will collaborate on
a common framework for social outcome
metrics, to feed into the GLA’s work.
4. S
 hape skills delivery to more closely match
CLF’s key sectoral needs
»» Boroughs, Further Education providers and
employers will work together to develop a
series of sector-focused outcome agreements.
»» Boroughs to play a brokerage role
between employers and providers to
improve the quality and relevance of
work-related training.
»» Boroughs to lobby and support the GLA to work
with employers to develop up-to-date labour
market intelligence.

»»

»»

»»

»»
»»

5. Deliver more and better apprenticeships
»» Boroughs to collaborate to strengthen
the in-council apprenticeship offer,

8

for example through holding cross-borough
meetings with skills and HR leads.
Boroughs to share best practice and
provide support to employers looking to
hire apprentices.
CLF member boroughs to play a brokerage
role between training providers and employers,
to reduce the disconnect between what
employers need and what providers offer
and to maximise strategic investment of
Apprenticeship Levy funds.
CLF to undertake research and launch
a public campaign to change perceptions
of apprenticeships.
CLF to develop a framework for what good
apprenticeships look like.
CLF and employers to support London Councils’
campaign to reform the Apprenticeship Levy to
better suit the needs of London businesses and
future apprentices.

Central London Forward

THE CENTRAL
LONDON
CONTEXT

The Central London economy is marked by
highly skilled individuals. The 12 boroughs that
make up Central London Forward have, on
average, a significantly higher-skilled workforce
than either London as a whole, or the rest of the
UK. For instance, in 2014, 58% of employees in
the CLF region had a higher-level qualification,
compared to 38% in the rest of London, and
29% in the rest of the UK (IPPR; 2017).
This offers employers a huge pool of talent
to draw from. Central London employers are
also able to draw on large numbers of recruits
from the rest of the UK, particularly graduates,
and attract some of the brightest and best to
work in the centre of the city. London made up
almost a quarter of graduate jobs in 2015, and
37% of jobs for graduates with a 2.1 or higher from
a Russell Group university (The Centre for Cities;
2016), The majority of migration decisions, from
the rest of the UK and abroad, are driven by the
pursuit of paid work (GLA; 2017).
According to a range of international business
surveys, London’s diverse and talented workforce
is valued by employers. And business remains

The Central London
economy is marked by
highly skilled individuals,
and offers a wealth
of opportunity to those with
high-level skills, and those
looking to recruit them.

reasonably optimistic – a London Chamber
of Commerce and Industry report shows that
despite a dip after the Brexit referendum,
there has been a recent uptick in businesses’
expectations around the future of London’s
businesses. Of the larger businesses they
surveyed, 26% expect their workforce to grow
over the next three months, and 15% of businesses
surveyed had been actively recruiting in the
previous three months (LCCI; 2018).
Central London offers a wealth of opportunity
for those with high skills, and those looking to
recruit them, such as pay premiums, prospects
and a wealth of different available roles. This in
turn offers many residents of Central London the
chance to acquire work, learn new skills, and
progress in one of the most competitive labour
markets in the country.
Key to supporting residents to benefit from
new jobs growth in Central London is the
education system. On many measures, the
Central London system performs well, especially
for those looking to go to university, as outlined
in the sections below.
9
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Schools
Schools in London are performing exceptionally
well and have improved significantly over the last
15 years. Pupils in Central London achieve some
of the best results in the country, and more young
people from Central London continue into sixth
form at 16, and then university at 18, than the
national average.
The attainment gap between disadvantaged
children and their peers is lower in London than
elsewhere at all levels (early years, primary, and
secondary). However, though the gap is smaller
than elsewhere, it persists, and increases as a child
progresses through school. Across Central London,
the attainment gap is about three times larger by
the end of secondary school than it was at the
beginning of primary school (Education Policy
Institute; 2017). The gap grows particularly wide for
certain groups of children, including those who are
long-term disadvantaged
(eligible for free school
CLF
meals through a prolonged period of schooling,
and for those from White British, White Irish,
London
(incl. CFL)

Black Caribbean and Roma backgrounds
(Centre for London; 2017).

Post-16 destinations
Of the young Central London residents
completing their GCSEs, 90% go on to sixth form
or further education colleges, with most of these
attending sixth-forms over FE providers, as seen
in Figure 1.
There has been some change in destinations
for this age group in recent years. The proportion
of young people going to an FE college or
other FE provider fell by nine percentage
points between 2009–10 and 2014–15, while,
the proportion attending sixth-form colleges
fell from 15.5% to 11.9%; the number going to
school sixth forms rose from 47.7% to 52.5%;
and the proportion doing an apprenticeship
rose from 1.3% to 2.1% (IPPR analysis of DfE 2017b
and DfE 2012).
London’s post-16 provision typically propels
students onto higher education. Young people

Figure 1: Desinations at age 16
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Figure 2: Destinations at age 18
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growing up in Inner London boroughs1 are more
likely to go to university than those in the rest of
England, though marginally less than their Outer
London peers, and less likely than either Outer
London or England to go to the top universities.
Of the young people completing Key Stage 5 in
2014–15, 57% went on to university. However, just
10% of young people from Inner London went to
Russell Group universities, including Oxbridge,
compared to 14% from Outer London and 11%
from England (see Figure 2).
Though much of London’s post-16 provision
propels people into higher education – a growing
requirement of Central London’s labour market –
significant resources are directed towards helping
students attain GCSE qualifications. In 2017,
34% of inner London students did not achieve
the 9–4 pass threshold GCSE in English and Maths,
a figure that is lower than the national average,
but higher than the figure for pupils in Outer
London. As students who do not achieve these
grades are obliged to resit their GCSEs, this means
that a large part of the post-16 sector is dedicated
to students retaking exams.
1

This can lead to delays or frustrations to
young people’s further skills development.
In 2017, 86% of 19-year-old Londoners
were educated to level 2 (the equivalent
of five GCSEs at grades 9–4), but this fell to
66% for level 3 qualifications (the equivalent
of two A-levels).

Higher education
London has a large and successful higher
education (HE) sector, including five Russell
Group universities located in the CLF area. In
2015–16 there were close to 372,000 students
studying in London’s HE sector, which made
up about 16% of the UK total. Of London-based
students, 67.2% are undergraduates compared
to 76.6% nationally. Higher education in London
is far more reliant on international students than
universities elsewhere in the UK. In London, 9.3%
of students are EU nationals and 19.5% are non-EU
nationals, compared to 5.6% and 13.6% nationally.
Part time students account for just 8.4% of students
in London institutions, compared to 13.7% nationally
(IPPR calculations based on HESA; 2017).

CLF data not available – Inner London refers to all CLF boroughs, plus Hammersmith and Fulham.

Fig 3: Participation in HE in CLF boroughs,
London, and the UK

Figure 3: Participation in HE in CLF boroughs, London, and the UK (2015)
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Figure 4: P
 ercentage change in FE and skills starts by adults aged 19+
in CLF, London, and England, 2012/13–2015/16
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Figure 5: FE and skills provision by level in CLF, London and England, 2016–17
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Among London residents, continuing on
to higher education is very likely, and London
has some of the highest rates of participation
in HE in the country. The participation of local
areas (POLAR) data measures the proportion
of the young population in a given area that
participates in higher education. As Figure 3
shows, 40.2% of young people across Central

London go on to HE, far higher than the national
average (34.7%), but lower than the London
average (43.1%). Within the CLF sub-region, there
is very significant variation between boroughs.
Over half of young people in Westminster (56.5%)
and Kensington and Chelsea (60.9%) go to HE,
compared to fewer than one in three in Tower
Hamlets (32.2%) and Hackney (31.1%). Half of the
13
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CLF boroughs are in the top quintile nationally
in terms of participation, but two (Hackney and
Tower Hamlets) are below the national median.
Participation rates are lower in the east and south
east of the CLF region.

Further education
Central London provides a significant proportion
of London’s FE provision. There are 200 FE
providers in London, 80 of which are based in the
CLF area. In 2014–15, Central London FE providers
provided 325,560 FE and skills places, 53.7% of the
London total. OFSTED data is not available at the
CLF level, but FE and skills providers across London
are performing well, with 83% of further education
and skills providers rated good or outstanding
(OFSTED; 2017).
Though the quality of FE provision in Central
London is high, take up of these types of courses
has fallen over time. The proportion of young
people (aged 16–19) going to an FE college
or other FE provider fell by nine percentage
points between 2009–10 and 2014–15, which is
partly attributable to cuts in national funding,
the removal of Education Maintenance Allowance
(EMA), and the competition imposed by the
emerging education and training market. There
has also been a decline in adult (19 and over)
participation in FE, which is broadly in line with
the national and London-wide decline in FE starts,
though has happened at different rates across
different CLF boroughs (see Figure 4). Demand
for FE among young people aged 16–19 is
expected to rise slightly in the coming years, due
to an increase in primary and secondary pupils
moving through the system (GLA; 2018).
The majority of further education is delivered at
low levels in Central London. Just 28% of provision
is delivered at Level 3 and above, compared
to 34% of provision across the country. Providers
based in Central London are more likely to provide
courses below level 2, with 16.8% of provision
below level 2 (excluding English and maths),
compared to 15% in London (see Figure 5). Level 2
qualifications are unlikely to lead to well-paid jobs
in London’s highly skilled labour market, and do
not reflect employer need. The lack of provision at
levels 3, 4 and above means that Central London’s
further education system is not providing residents
with the skills they need to survive and thrive in
London’s competitive labour market.

the entitlement to publicly funded training was
restricted. They are available for adults aged 19
and above to undertake approved qualifications
at level 3 to level 6 with an approved provider.
In 2012–13 over 400,000 learners aged 24+ were
engaged in level 3 and 4 learning and skills
provision. Within a year of the introduction of ALLs,
this had fallen by 27% at level 3, and 34% at level
4 (Adams et al; 2016). As learners and providers
have grown used to this new system, numbers of
students taking up ALLs have increased, though
the volume of learners at these levels is still well
below what it was prior to the introduction of ALLs
(Learning and Work Institute; 2017).
Advanced Learner Loans are only available
for those studying full qualifications, which often
last a year or more. This can be off-putting to
employers and learners, in terms of both time
commitment and expense.

Apprenticeships
Provision of apprenticeships is divided between FE
colleges, which delivered 12,820 apprenticeships
in 2014–15 and independent training providers,
which delivered 16,800 apprenticeships in the
same period. (DfE; 2017).
Though there has been a slight increase
in apprenticeship starts since 2010 in Central
London, apprenticeship starts remain very low
as compared to the rest of the country. Central
London had just 0.6 apprenticeship starts per
100 adults aged 16–64 in 2015–16, less than half
the national average of 1.5 per 100. Of those
who do start apprenticeships, less than half are
under 25 (IPPR; 2017).
Since the Apprenticeship Levy was introduced,
there has been a 30% decline in the number of
people starting apprenticeships across London.
Only 8% of Central London businesses employ
apprentices, compared to between 17% and 22%
in London’s other sub-regions. Only 20% of Central
London businesses expect to use any of their
apprenticeship funding over the next 12 months
(QMUL Apprenticeships Anthology; 2018).
In addition to issues around employer supply
of and demand for apprenticeships, there is weak
demand for apprenticeships in London when
compared to the rest of the country. In May 2017,
there were 1.45 applications per apprenticeship
vacancy in London, compared to 1.58 across the
rest of the country (IPPR; 2017).

Advanced Learner Loans

Traineeships

The government introduced Advanced Learner
Loans (ALLs) in further education in 2013, when

Traineeships are education and training programmes
that are designed to help young people to gain
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the experience and skills necessary to begin an
apprenticeship or job. They are designed exclusively
for people aged 16–24, and last a maximum of six
months. They can include training in:
»» Work preparation
»» English and maths support, if required
»» A high-quality work experience placement
with an employer
Take-up of apprenticeships in Central London
is currently quite low, though rates are highest in
the south east and east of the CLF region, with
particularly strong growth in Southwark, Lewisham
and Hackney (IPPR; 2017).

Adult and community learning
The Central London area has a diverse adult
education sector with 12 borough providers and
five Institutes of Adult Learning. In 2014–15, the
last year for which data are available, there were
66,740 funded learners participating in community
learning in providers based within Central London
(DfE and ESFA; 2016). The vast majority of these
courses – 83.6% – were classified as personal and
community development learning, with 7.5%
being wider family learning, 4.9% being family
English, maths and language, and 4.1% being
neighbourhood learning in deprived communities
(DfE and ESFA; 2016).

The LLLC (Lifelong Learning – Central) Review
of adult and community learning (ACL) found that
demand for ESOL (English for speakers of other
languages) and basic skills was particularly high
in the CLF area, and often outstripped supply.
This review also identified strengths of the Central
London ACL providers, which included community
outreach and basic skills provision, as well as
weaknesses, which included difficulties in recruiting
tutors, and development of pre-employability skills
(LACL; 2017).
Adult learning has experienced significant
decreases in both funding and participation
across the country, and providers in Central London
reported concerns about the extent to which
devolution of the AEB will support them, as well
as large FE providers (LACL; 2017).
In summary, Central London’s education
and skills provision has been successful in recent
decades in improving the qualifications and
educational successes of Central Londoners.
Yet it faces challenges around funding, inclusion,
and the extent to which it provides the skills that
London’s labour market requires. In the context of
a shifting labour market, increasingly focused on
the professional industries, the education and skills
system must be able to respond to the current and
future labour market, details of which are outlined
in the following section.

STEAM Week, Westminster
Every year, Westminster City Council, in partnership
with Westminster businesses, curates a week of
activities to engage young people in STEM careers.
This year the council is incorporating the arts for the
first time due to its importance in driving innovation
within traditional scientific fields (hence, STE(A)M).
The Business & Enterprise Team at Westminster
City Council ran an extensive programme of STEAMfocused events for young people in Westminster
secondary schools. There were over 22 dedicated
STEAM industry tours, business challenges, speaker
and panel discussions, networking events and
assemblies, engaging over 700 young people.
Opportunities open to Westminster children
included:
»» A visit to Blue Zoo Animation Studio to find
out about the use of CGI in their production
work. Students will create a storyboard based
on a script which they will then feed back to
the group.

»» The National Gallery is running workshops where
students will use 3D printing and photography to
create a new product prototype inspired by the
Gallery’s collection.
»» Wipro is running an artificial intelligence and
machine learning workshop providing students
with a background to these areas, followed by
a bot-building session.
»» Three Discovery is running a workshop series
incorporating coding, animation and film-making.
»» Meet the Scientist sessions hosted by ZSL
London Zoo, which will give young people the
opportunity to ask questions about the process
of scientific investigation.
To start the week there was a launch event,
in partnership with Victoria BID, that provided
a unique opportunity for business partners and
schools to meet and discuss future opportunities
in STEAM for young people.
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CENTRAL
LONDON’S
CHANGING
LABOUR
MARKET
Central London’s economy
has grown quickly in the
last decade, and with this
have come more than half
a million additional jobs.*
This has created significant
opportunities for those living
within London and beyond
its borders, both for residents
in the rest of the UK, and for
our neighbours abroad.
*(Metro Dynamics; 2017)

Table 1: Jobs growth in CLF by sector,
2010–15

Sector

Professional, real

Growth %
2010–15 change
233,000

71%

90,000

52%

Health

70,500

40%

Financial and

59,250

22%

44,500

25%

Education

37,000

29%

Retail

25,500

16%

Administrative

17,000

6%

Other services

13,250

20%

Arts, entertainment

10,500

16%

Construction

8,500

16%

Primary and utilities

8,250

111%

Wholesale

-9,000

-12%

Public admin and

-14,500

-10%

-28,500

-28%

Manufacturing

-30,750

-49%

Total

534,500

19%

estate, scientific and
technical
Information and
communication

insurance
Accommodation
and food service

and support services

and recreation

defence
Transportation and
storage

Source: GLA; 2017
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London’s employment rate has historically
been lower than the UK’s, but the gap between
London’s employment rate and the national
employment rate has closed significantly
in recent years, from up to five percentage
points in the early 2000s, to just a fraction of
a percentage point today (ONS; 2018). Central
London’s employment rate is now higher than
both the London and national averages, and
its unemployment rate has closed to within just
over a percentage point higher than the national
average (see Figure 6).
Driving Central London’s recent labour market
performance has been high-skilled sectors like
professional and business services, financial
services and IT. This trend is set to continue,
with jobs growth in professional services alone
expected to account for 40% of the total increase
in jobs over the next 20 years (LEAP; 2015).
While the labour market growth across some
key sectors (and decline in others) is remarkable
over such a short period, the patterns illustrated
above reflect longer shifts in Central London’s
economy away from manufacturing (the
largest sector in 1975) towards one powered by
professional and financial services, as illustrated
in the Figure 7.
The growth of jobs in high-value industries
offers the welcome prospect of new, well-paid
employment opportunities for residents living
within CLF boundaries and beyond. However,
this jobs growth is also driving a polarisation of
Central London’s labour market. Figure 8 shows
that jobs in high-skilled, high-pay fields such as

professional services and financial and insurance
activities make up a large portion of the labour
market, as do jobs in lower-paid fields such as
retail, administration, and accommodation
and food services.
Research by Metrodynamics has identified
a symbiotic relationship between growth in
high- and low-skilled jobs in the labour market,
by showing that in higher paid professional,
sectors were in the same locations as the bulk
of jobs growth in lower paid sectors such as
retail, food services and accommodation sector
and administration (Metro Dynamics; 2017).
Meanwhile, many jobs in mid-tier categories
such as manufacturing and wholesale have
either disappeared from the labour market are
growing at a much slower rate, leaving people
with mid-level skills or skilled qualifications at
a growing disadvantage.
A polarised labour market is increasingly
common in developed economies (IZA; 2018),
and while growth in high-skilled sectors can help
increase employment opportunities beyond these
sectors, there are multiple challenges that have
come with this success.
The first is quality; many of the new jobs come
with significant risks of low pay and progression.
The second is the interdependence of new jobs
in Central London, as the economy is focused
around high-skilled jobs that create demand for
traditionally low-paid jobs (such as administrative
support, or food and retail), which makes for a
somewhat precarious labour market. If the highly
paid sectors of the economy were to experience

Figure 6: Unemployment rate, UK and CLF
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Per cent
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CLF unemployment rate

8
6
4

UK unemployment rate

Apr 2017–Mar 2018

Apr 2016–Mar 2017

Apr 2015–Mar 2016
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Apr 2011–Mar 2012

Apr 2010–Mar 2011

Apr 2009–Mar 2010

Apr 2008–Mar 2009

Apr 2007–Mar 2008

Apr 2006–Mar 2007

Apr 2005–Mar 2006

0

Apr 2004–Mar 2005

2

Source: Nomis; 2018
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Source: ONS; 2018

Other services

Health

Arts, entertainment
and recreation

Education

Public admin and defence

Administrative and
support services

Financial and insurance

Professional, real estate,
scientific and technical

Information and communication

Accomodation and
food service

Transportation and storage

Retail

Wholesale

Construction

Manufacturing

Primary and utilities

Figure 7: Share of Employment in Central London, 1975–2015

Figure 8: Total jobs in CLF area by broad sector, 2010 and 2015
Administrative and
support services
Accomodation
and food service
Retail
Other services
Primary and utilities
Transportation and storage
Wholesale
Manufacturing
Construction

2005

Arts, entertainment and recreation

2015

Public admin and defence
Education
Health
Information and communication
Financial and insurance
Professional, real estate,
scientific and technical

Source: GLA; 2017
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FIG 9

Figure 9: Total CLF jobs by broad occupation, 2007–2017
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Source: NOMIS; 2018

a macroeconomic downturn, or a structural
change in aggregate demand (for example,
in response to visa policy or automation), there
would be a direct and damaging impact on
low-wage jobs.
When employment growth is broken down
into occupations, rather than sectors, it becomes
even clearer that jobs growth over the last
10 years has been heavily concentrated in highskilled professions. There has been very little
growth in all occupations except for the three
‘most-skilled’: managers, directors and senior
officials; professional occupations; and associate
professional and technical occupations. Jobs in
mid-skilled occupations such as skilled trade and

process operatives has been virtually non-existent.
The patterns illustrated above reflect longer
shifts in Central London’s economy away from
manufacturing (the largest sector in 1975) towards
one powered by professional services. These
concentrations of industrial activity around
Central London’s key strengths are expected to
continue over the next two decades (GLA; 2017).

Diversity within the CLF geography
While many economic trends across Central
London are shared across the geography,
Central London’s boroughs are not identical.
Employment opportunities are more
concentrated in a handful of CLF members,

Figure 10: Number of employees in a borough minus number of residents, 2014
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Source: GLA; 2015
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Figure 11: Map of CLF by top employment sectors

Retail
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Financial services
Public administration and defence
Legal and accounting

in particular City and Westminster which are
host to 40% of jobs in CLF. Both have significantly
more jobs than residents to fill them. This is also
true of Camden, but to a lesser extent. All other
CLF boroughs have fewer jobs than residents.
Residents therefore need to travel outside of
their borough to find work.
The mutual dependence between
predominately employment and predominantly
residential boroughs is strong. Around one in

three employees working in City and Westminster
came from other CLF boroughs, and some 30% of
employed Westminster and City residents worked
in other CLF boroughs (ONS; 2011). This means
that the learning offer of CLF boroughs needs
to reflect employer needs beyond the borough
boundary, especially for the major growth
industries in City, Camden and Westminster.
However, even predominantly residential
boroughs provide significant employment
opportunities which need to be catered for by
local learning institutions. In these boroughs,
industry is typically dominated by at least two of
the following four sectors: education, health, food
and beverage, and retail – effectively dedicated
to consumption activities or providing essential
public services to residents (see Figure 11):
Patterns of growth in Central London boroughs
are also changing. Central London’s job growth
is predicted to continue to outpace the rest
of London as a whole, and there is a shifting
pattern of employment growth evident in the
figures, where the highest employment growth
across London is expected to be concentrated
in the East End of Inner London, in particular
the boroughs of Tower Hamlets, Hackney and
Newham (GLA; 2017) who continue to benefit
from the regeneration of East London. The
biggest share of these jobs is expected to
come through scientific and technical work,
and therefore, in line with wider CLF patterns,
will be orientated towards higher skilled, higher
paid employment.

Figure 12: Projected employment growth by borough, 2016–2026

Source: GLA Economics; 2018
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CHALLENGES
IN THE
CENTRAL
LONDON
LABOUR
MARKET

In addition to the continued
trend towards growth
in employment that will
benefit those with higher
level qualifications, Central
London faces a number
of other structural factors
that will influence the shape
of the labour market that
make this a particularly
pertinent moment to redesign
the way CLF boroughs
commission skills.
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The first key challenge is Brexit. Whatever the
result of the negotiations, free movement of EU
citizens is likely to be cut considerably, which will
create skills gaps in certain sectors that rely on EU
employees. As well as new skills shortages postBrexit, there are a number of separate structural
challenges emerging that will challenge the
current approach to skills provision.

Brexit
Central London has a much greater EU
population than any other part of the UK,
and 15% of CLF residents are EU nationals
(GLA; 2018). In Central London, sectors such
as health and social care, construction, and
tourism and hospitality are especially reliant
on international workers, and are thus likely
to face a significant skills shortage once
changes to the UK’s visa policy are introduced.
Filling these skills gaps will be a challenge,
but CLF employers, providers and boroughs
must work together to create opportunities for
residents to gain the skills and experience that
will enable and encourage them to work in
these sectors as well as working to retain the
existing workforce.
Employers will need to invest more in the
skills of current workers, or skills gaps are likely
to grow. London has a higher share of skilled
EU workers than other parts of the country,
and the loss of high-skilled EU migrants is likely
to be felt more keenly in Central London than
in the rest of the UK. But low-skilled EU workers
are also critical to London’s functioning, as EU
nationals currently provide 28% of all low-skilled
work in London (Migration Observatory; 2018).
These low-skilled workers will be more difficult
to retain in the workforce, as under the proposed
immigration system, low-skilled workers are the
22

least likely to obtain working visas. The loss of
EU workers in London’s labour market will be
felt at all levels, and attempts to meet these
skills gaps should acknowledge this, and offer
provision at different levels in the sectors most
likely to be affected. Boroughs should also
support employers to improve their offer around
low-skilled work in terms of pay, training, and
progression opportunities.

Automation
Little is known about the specifics of what
automation will mean for working patterns,
but estimates published by Centre for London
suggest that around one-third of London’s jobs
could be automated, and that the impact is
likely to be greatest for low- and medium-skilled
workers in secretarial, administrative, sales and
routine trade jobs, in sectors such as wholesale
and retail, transportation and storage, and
accommodation and food (Centre for London;
2017). While this is likely to cause disruption,
automation is also an opportunity, as new jobs
are likely to be created. In the UK there is expected
growth in finance, education, healthcare, and
wider public sector occupations, some of which
are London specialisms.
While it can be tempting to focus on the
risks posed by automation, there are plenty
of opportunities which will open up too, and
this change in skills needs is another reason
why developing a skills strategy is imperative
for preparing Central London for the decades
to come.

Ageing population
An ageing population will put additional
strains on London’s health and social care
sector. It will also contribute to the mounting skills

Central London Forward

shortages in other sectors. With proportionately
fewer young people entering the labour market,
coupled with a decrease in EU workers post-Brexit,
Mercer predicts a ‘workforce crisis’ by 2025
(Mercer; 2018). Labour shortages are expected to
be felt particularly severely in London, as London
is reliant on young and migrant labour.

Digitalisation of work
The increased digitalisation of work means that
Londoners need to be prepared with the type of
digital and technical skills that employers need.
Digital capabilities are not just for ‘digital jobs’,
but are increasingly necessary for almost all types
of jobs, across sectors. Digital skills are expected
to be a requirement in 90% of jobs in the next
20 years. London is better equipped to meet
these skills needs than other areas of the country,
but still faces challenges in this regard. A study
by Lloyds Bank found that 6% of Londoners have
no basic digital skills, and that a further 11% do

not have full basic digital skills. Those without
digital skills are likely to be older, and from poorer
backgrounds (Lloyds; 2017). ‘Basic digital skills’
is frequently not a high enough level of skill
to meet employer demand, and London First
has recommended that school curricula be
redesigned so that all children leave school with
the digital skills necessary to thrive in London’s
labour market (London First; 2018).
In summary, the skills challenges facing Central
London are substantial, but should not be viewed
as insurmountable obstacles. Rather they should
provide those working in skills provision in London
with an impetus for change.
As well as confronting the challenges of
the near future, there are immediate issues
of labour market exclusion that restrict access
to – and progress within – the labour market for
certain groups of CLF residents. Supporting these
groups must be a focus for the future system. The
next section explores these in greater detail.

Ada College, Haringey
Ada, the National College for Digital Skills,
was opened in 2016 to prepare students with
the necessary digital skills to prepare them for
a successful career in tech. Ada is based in
Tottenham Hale in Haringey, and currently has over
200 students and 25 staff. Its sixth-form curriculum is
designed with industry partners including Bank of
America, IBM and Deloitte, and is centred around
a BTEC in computer sciences, with additional
A levels in related subjects such as physics, graphic
communication, and psychology.
Ada also has an apprenticeship programme,
and has worked with industry experts to iteratively
design its curriculum to ensure all apprentices are
equipped with the solid foundations to become
competent developers and analysts from the day
they begin their role. All apprentices commit to an
initial two-year programme beginning with an eightweek full-time Launchpad training. This programme
is offered at different levels, and equips students
with introductory programming or analytic skills, as
well as employability skills. After that, apprentices
follow a block-release schedule consisting of seven
weeks at the employer and one week back at Ada
for the remainder of their apprenticeships. Many
apprentices, in conjunction with their employer,
look to extend the apprenticeship to a third year

to allow the apprentice to top-up to a full BSc
degree apprenticeship. In total, apprentices spend
80% of their time at their workplace and 20%
in the classroom.
One of Ada’s aims is to become ‘an engine of
social mobility’, and it has specific targets around
the make-up of its student body:
»» 50% from low-income backgrounds (this has
already been achieved)
»» 50% women (they are currently at around 30%).
Their success in this is clear from the progress
on their targets, but also from its OFSTED report,
which specifies that “governors and senior leaders
have successfully focused on raising participation
rates among women and those from deprived
backgrounds in digital skills training.” It further
adds that “learners receive excellent careers
guidance and a very high proportion of learners
who complete their course successfully move on
to the next level of education, training or jobs in
the sector.” Ada has plans to expand further: it will
move to a new campus in 2019, and the founders
anticipate that it will have taught 2,500 students
over the next five years. As well as expanding its
current programmes, there are plans to offer adult
evening courses to the local community.
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LABOUR
MARKET
EXCLUSION
IN CENTRAL
LONDON
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While Central London
enjoys a thriving,
productive economy,
the opportunities the city
presents are not easily
accessed by all.
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Figure 13: 1
 9-year-olds and adults living in CLF
without level 3 qualifications, 2014–2016
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The disconnection of some Central London
residents is driven by a number of factors, but
the skills they can offer to employers appears
as a significant one. Despite a high number of
high-skilled workers in the CLF region, there are
many Central London residents without a level 3
qualification, and these figures are highest among
young people (See Figure 13).
Securing employment without high-level skills
appears to be particularly difficult in Central
London, as is laid bare by the stark labour market
inequalities of its residents. Employment rates
for those with low- or mid-level skills are much
lower in Central London than they are in Greater
London, or in the rest of the UK (See Figure 14).
Even for those who are employed, entering
employment does not guarantee a good-quality

job, and securing a job with fair pay, reasonable
hours and opportunities for progression remains
a struggle for many Central London residents.
There has been an increase in involuntary parttime and temporary work among low and
middle earners since the financial crisis, and
this increase has been sharper in London than
elsewhere in the country (Resolution Foundation;
2018). Self-reported dissatisfaction with part-time
and temporary work is higher in London than
the national average, and has grown alongside
the increase in atypical forms of work (Resolution
Foundation; 2017).
The financial crisis also affected London
particularly badly in terms of pay, and London
has struggled to recover – its average hourly pay
remains 7% lower than pre-crisis levels. This pay
squeeze has been concentrated among those
entering or re-entering the labour market, while
the pay of those who have been in continuous
employment has remained relatively resilient.
This is because a large proportion of London’s
employment growth following the crisis has been
in low-paid, low-skilled jobs. This is reflected in the
fact that while London has a lower proportion of
residents ‘stuck’ in low pay than elsewhere in the
country, it also has a lower proportion of residents
escaping out of low pay. Instead, it has a much
higher proportion (8 percentage points higher
than the national average) who cycle in and out
of low pay, without escaping permanently (Social
Mobility Commission; 2017). This may in part be
explained by Central London’s highly polarised
workforce, which means that there are not many
mid-paid opportunities available for Londoners
to permanently progress into.

Figure 14: Employment rates by qualification level
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DEMOGRAPHIC
BREAKDOWN OF
SKILLS CHALLENGES
The current challenges in Central London’s
skills system disproportionately affect
specific groups of residents, including
residents with long-term health conditions,
older residents, women, and black and
minority ethnic (BME) residents.
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Figure 15: Qualification level by disability type in CLF
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Long-term health conditions/disabilities
The skills level of those living with disabilities in
CLF varies100%
significantly by type of disability. Of
those residents whose day-to-day activities are
limited a lot,
50% have no qualification, and only
80%
16% have a level 4 qualification or above. However,
60% disability impacts their day-to-day
for those whose
activities only a little, 26% have a level 4 qualification
40%
or above, and for those whose disability does not
impact their day-to-day activities, over 50% have
20%
a level 4 qualification or above.  
As there are
0% many more residents in Central
16–24
25–34
35–49
London with a disability
that
does not
affect50–64
their
Men

day-to-day activities significantly than those
with a disability that does, this means that there
are many highly-skilled Central London residents
with a disability. But this is not reflected in the
labour market.
The employment rates for those with health
conditions and disabilities are poor. Across
London, a recent review by the Social Market
Foundation showed: that “The employment
rate for ... disabled people in London stands
at 46.5%. The equivalent for the non-disabled
population stands at 85%, meaning that the
65+
disability
employment gap in London stands

Women

Figure 16: A
 ll CLF residents with long-term health condition
or disability by qualification level
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Figure 17: Employment rate aged 16–64 – EA core or work-limiting disabled
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Note: EA Core disabled includes those who have a long-term disability which substantially limits their day-to-day
activities. Work-limiting disabled includes those who have a long-term disability which affects the kind or amount of work
they might do. Source: Annual Population Survey; 2015.

a higher than average rate of Employment
Support Allowance claimants than Outer London
boroughs, as illustrated in Figure 18.
In total, there are some 108,000 people claiming
Employment Support Allowance in Central
London (ESA; or the old incapacity benefit);

at 38.5 percentage points” (Oakley; 2018). The
disability employment rate in Central London is
lower than in the rest of London and England.
In most Central London boroughs, the disability
employment rate is less than 50% of the population
with disabilities, and Central London also has

Figure 18: W
 orking age ESA claimants as a proportion
of the working age population,
by London borough, 2015
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Figure 19: E
 mployment rate in London in 2016,
by age group and gender
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73% of claimants have been on ESA for two or
more years, and some 33% (35,000 individuals)
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Age

London’s economy is marked by its younger
workforce, and older workers are significantly
more likely to be excluded than younger
400,000
workers. There is some historical evidence
that this is down to employer discrimination,
200,000
in particular in certain key sectors such as
hospitality and retail (ACAS; 2019, and Warhurst
0
and Nickson; 2007).
Despite this, the employment rate of older
people has grown. In 2004, the employment
rate for those over 50 was 60.3%. By 2017 this
had risen to 70.4%.
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backgrounds. This compares to just 10% in the
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2016). Central London’s employment patterns
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of the country, where the unemployment rate
is higher among ethnic minorities (see Table 2).
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caring activities, rather than in work, is more
common. However, this does not fully explain
the discrepancy. The cost of childcare in London
may also play a role, as London has the secondlowest employment rate among mothers of any
region in the UK (ONS; 2017). As Figure 19 shows,
the participation gap is largest between men
and women aged 25–49, supporting the idea
that childcare plays a role in London’s relatively
low employment rate among women.
In addition to having lower employment rates
than men, women in London are paid less. Women
are more likely to be low-paid than men, and
despite lower labour force participation, 55% of
low-paid jobs in London were done by women in
2016. Twenty years ago, London had the lowest
gender pay gap in the country, at 15.6%. However,
over the last two decades other regions have
managed to narrow this gap, while London’s gap
has hardly decreased. Women working full-time
in London earned 14.6% less than men in 2017,
meaning that London now has the highest gender
pay gap in the country (ONS; 2018).
A large part of this gap is likely to be
attributable to the financial and insurance sector.
This sector is London’s largest employer, and has
the highest gender pay gap in the EU. In 2018,
men working in this sector in the UK earned 36%
more than women (Eurostat; 2018).

Gender
Women’s representation in the UK labour force
has been steadily increasing, and in 2017
women made up almost half (46.5%) of the
total labour force in the UK (The World Bank;
2017). Historically, London has led this change,
and in 1975 London’s employment rate among
women aged 25–64 was the highest in the
country, at 64%. However, London’s pace of
change has slowed considerably, and in 2017
the employment rate for women in London
was 74% – four percentage points lower than
the national employment rate (78%), and the
joint-lowest figure in the entire UK (together
with Northern Ireland)(IFS; 2017).
This is partly attributable to the higher
proportion of women from certain ethnic
minority backgrounds where participation in

Table 2: Unemployment rate, age 16+

White
UK-born

White
not
UK-born

Ethnic
minority
UK-born

Ethnic
minority
not
UK-born

CLF

3.1%

4.0%

8.7%

7.9%

London

3.9%

3.7%

9.8%

7.2%

UK

3.9%

3.6%

8.9%

7.0%

Source: Annual Population Survey; 2017
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The causes of these widely different employment
rates are complex, and in some cases are driven
by large gender employment gaps within ethnic
groups, labour market discrimination, and also
appear to correlate with skill levels of Central
Londoners, illustrated in Table 3.
Table 3: P
 roportion of broad ethnic grouping with
a level 4 qualification or above, age 16–64:

Ethnic group

London

Central

All

41%

49%

100%
Asian

41%

41%

80%
Black

35%

32%

Mixed
60%

35%

40%

Other
40%

35%

35%

White

42%

56%

20%
Source: GLA; 2018
0%
NVQ4+

NVQ3

In addition to having lower levels of
employment and lower skills levels, Trust
for London’s poverty profile has found that
black Londoners are the most likely to be
in insecure employment, while Pakistani/
Bangladeshi Londoners have the highest rates
of both worklessness and low pay. Figure 20
shows that higher proportions of all non-white
ethnic groups work in low-pay than white
ethnic groups.
Each of the groups illustrated in Figure 20
should be recognised as priorities in future skills
commissioning, especially given that the overall
funding for adult skills is shrinking, presenting
sharper choices between what skills support
to fund. Skills CLF
provision mustLondon
be targeted to the
UK
specific needs of groups of Londoners to ensure
that these groups are better supported by CLF’s
skills system.
It should also be noted that while targeted
skills provision for these groups is necessary, it is
insufficient to tackle the full structural barriers
in place. Skills provision is only one of the
tools available to help tackle inequality and
discrimination in London, and boroughs will
continue their work in tackling these barriers
in ways beyond the scope of this strategy.
NVQ2

NVQ1

No qualifications

Figure 20: Low-paid Londoners by broad ethnic group
50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Pakistani
Other ethnic
or Bangladeshi
group

Black/African/ Mixed/multiple
Caribbean/
ethnic groups
Black British

Proportion who are low-paid

Source: Trust for London analysis of ONS data; 2017
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WHY CENTRAL
LONDON
NEEDS A NEW
SKILLS SYSTEM

Much of the system is geared towards meeting
these changes. Central London’s skills system
supports the majority of children through school
successfully, into higher education or in some
cases vocational educational routes that
enable them to succeed in Central London’s
labour market.
However, its adult education offer is not
equipping Central London residents with the highlevel skills required in London’s changing labour
market. Coupled with this, many groups of Central
Londoners are not adequately supported by the
skills provision offered in Central London. The next
five years present a significant opportunity to
reform the Central London skills system to equip
it for the challenges of the future.
From 2019, the £300 million Adult Education
Budget will be devolved to the Greater London
Authority (GLA), giving the Mayor responsibility
for commissioning. The Mayor’s Skills for
Londoners strategy has highlighted the need to
work locally, specifically at a sub-regional level.
CLF is actively working with the GLA to drive
the development of a devolved skills system

Central London’s labour
market is changing.
With these shifts
come significant new
opportunities for those
living within and beyond
the boundaries of Central
London to find goodquality, well-paid work.

for London, but our work should not stop here.
The GLA’s changes will come into effect in
September 2020, but CLF boroughs will aim to
introduce changes prior to this date, to ensure
that CLF is ahead of the curve when it comes
to new commissioning practices, and that CLF
has a chance to inform GLA decisions through
experience. In addition to working with and
influencing the GLA, CLF should see this change
as an opportunity, and take the chance to
redesign our own commissioning systems, and
reconsider our priorities
In addition to devolving more autonomy over
skills policy to local areas, the UK Government
has shown wider ambitions to reform skills
through its 2017 Industrial Strategy, and through
the introduction of T levels, which will be rolled
out from 2020. The Government has made
skills a policy priority, and CLF has reacted to
this by developing our own strategy, to ensure
that Central London has a skills system that is fit
for purpose, and benefits all those wanting to
work and live in Central London, not only those
already in high-skilled, high-paid work.
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VISION
FOR A
NEW SKILLS
SYSTEM
Our vision is a new skills system for:
Residents and workers
»» A system focused on learner outcomes,
including employment, progression to higher
qualifications, and wider social measures
of success
»» High-level technical and vocational
programmes in a range of growth sectors
and occupations
»» An apprenticeship system that is easy to
navigate, offers more apprenticeships at
higher levels, and offers apprenticeships in
sectors that residents want to work in
»» A clear Information, Advice and Guidance
(IAG) system that explains different courses’
benefits, and pathways towards work
»» Programmes targeted towards those with the
lowest skills, and those least likely to access
training and skills provision
»» A system where residents are able to access
skills provision at convenient times and
locations, whether that’s near home, work,
or elsewhere
»» Integrated skills development with other
services and support
Employers
»» Access to a workforce equipped with the
skills that employers need, and who have
had access to pre-employment support
»» Greater levels of support for in-work
progression
»» Closer collaboration with skills providers
and boroughs, and the opportunity to
shape provision to meet employer needs
32

CLF intends for this
strategy to be a useful tool
for residents and workers,
employers, providers and
the boroughs that make
up our membership.

»» Support for employers to utilise their levy spend
and to use apprenticeships to train employees
in relevant skills via a non-HE routes
Providers
»» Closer collaboration with employers, including
employer input in curriculum and course
development, and greater understanding
about employers’ needs
»» Increased collaboration between providers to
ensure that the most useful and highest quality
courses are offered, progression pathways are
clear, standards are raised, and that residents
are supported into learning
»» An increased focus on learner outcomes
»» clearer and more coordinated Information,
Advice and Guidance system to inform
provision and attract learners
Boroughs
London councils are the organisations best
placed to lead and coordinate integrated
partnership work to deliver the types of skills
that are relevant to CLF’s residents, employees
and businesses. Greater levels of sub-regional
collaboration, led by boroughs, will help to
ensure that skills commissioning and provision is
as standardised, simple, and relevant as possible:
»» Development of an Information, Advice
and Guidance system befitting the needs
of Central London’s changing economy
and population
»» Strengthening collaboration with local
employers, providers and people, to ensure
that provision reflects local need and responds
to the labour market

Central London Forward

ACTION
PLAN

This strategy is intended to deliver a CLF skills
system that provides training opportunities and
good, well-paid jobs to Central London’s residents
and employees, delivers the skills that London’s
employers need, and fosters inclusive economic
growth. CLF has two key priorities for this strategy:
1. Delivering inclusive growth that supports the
most vulnerable CLF residents into learning
and work.
2. Focusing on progression to support residents
to access, and progress in, Central London’s
hollowing out labour market.
And a set of three further priorities with actions
that CLF hopes to deliver:
3. Embedding an outcomes approach into
skills commissioning.
4. Shaping skills delivery to more closely
match Central London’s key sectoral needs.
5. Delivering more and better apprenticeships.

PRIORITY 1
Delivering inclusive growth to support the
most vulnerable into learning and work
Central London offers a wealth of labour market
opportunities to those who can access them,
but for many, living in London is difficult and
unsustainable. Central London residents with
low or no qualifications are much more likely to
be unemployed, or to be working in low-paid or
insecure employment (IPPR analysis of HEFCE;

2015). Supporting those furthest from the labour
market into skills provision and employment is
critical in the benefit it brings to these individuals,
but also to combating both adult and child
poverty in London, as there is a clear and
evidenced link between worklessness, low-paid
work and child poverty. Some of the highest child
poverty rates in the country (after housing costs)
are in Central London, including in Tower Hamlets,
Islington and Westminster (Child Poverty Action
Group; 2019). Supporting parents – and especially
mothers2 – into work will help to tackle Central
London’s high levels of child poverty and help to
prevent poor children from becoming poor adults
(London Child Poverty Commission; 2008).
CLF’s Skills Strategy puts those without
qualifications at the centre of future skills reform.
In addition to positive effects for individual
learners, evidence suggests that boosting the
skills of the least qualified in society offers the highest
returns for both growth and inclusion (OECD; 2012a).
It is essential that key CLF’s priority groups get
the support they need to benefit from future
economic growth. In addition to supporting those
with low or no qualifications, priority in a reformed
skills system must be given to tackling the labour
market inequalities of:
»» BME residents with low employment rates;
»» low-paid residents, the long-term
unemployed; and
»» those with special educational needs and
disabilities (SEND).

2 The London Child Poverty Commission’s 2008 report found that the key explanatory factor of entrenched child poverty
in London is the low employment rate among parents, and in particular mothers. London has the second-lowest employment rate among mothers of any region in the UK (ONS; 2016).
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There should be a particular emphasis among
boroughs on developing outreach strategies
and best practices to engage those who are
typically furthest from the labour market, as the
residents in Central London who could most benefit
from participation in training are currently the least
likely to be doing so.
The evidence is clear that adults face a range
of situational, institutional, and dispositional barriers
to learning, and the Learning and Work Institute
(LWI) has found that most disadvantaged learners’
reasons for not engaging in learning were made
up of the
cumulative
21% OF EMPLOYED
effect of
LONDONERS LIVE
multiple
BELOW THE
barriers (DfE
POVERTY LINE
and LWI;

Tower Hamlets’ Women in Health and Social
Care Programme
Tower Hamlet’s women in health and social care
programme supports local women into the health
and social care sector, gives them opportunities
to boost their skills, and offers a wider programme
of support. The women this programme works
with face a range of barriers to joining the
workforce, including childcare responsibilities, low
confidence, domestic violence, stigma from the
community, mental health issues and disabilities.
Participants are screened, recruited and
employed by Tower Hamlets, and then
seconded out on six-month work placements
within the NHS. Roles are available in business
administration or as health care assistants,
and participants have the option to work
16, 25 or 30 hour per week, depending on
their circumstances and preference. All
placements are paid at the London Living
Wage, and participants gain valuable paid
work experience as well as an accredited
qualification (Principles of Business Administration
Level 2 or the Care Certificate).
In addition to employment and skills
opportunities, Tower Hamlets works with
participants to provide regular one-to-one
sessions and coaching and mentoring. For those
who need further support, referrals are made to
support services such as MIND, Clarion, Working
Well Trust, and Workpath IAG, as well as to literacy
and numeracy courses.
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2018). Just addressing one problem, for example,
increasing motivation through campaigns, or
increasing access through offering courses at
convenient times, will not be enough to help every
learner. However, offering a combined approach
to reducing barriers will help residents come
closer to the ‘trigger point’, where motivations
for learning outweigh the barriers they face.
In order to address some of the barriers to
learning faced by Central London residents,
the following actions have been identified
as key priorities:

Increasing engagement among
underrepresented groups
»» CLF will work with providers to influence the
GLA to ensure that the AEB is effectively used
to meet the needs of Central London’s priority
groups. Boroughs will encourage the GLA to
focus on the following in commissioning:
• A strong emphasis on outreach
and communication
• Evidence of engaging with
hard-to-reach groups
• Supporting learning in places that are
convenient to learners, for instance within
community settings
• Extra support and information to make
courses accessible for all. For example,
IAG that provides information on
broader forms of support that will help
to accommodate learner needs, such
as information about childcare for learners
that is affordable and close to the training
provider’s location.
»» Central London boroughs will make an offer to
the GLA to assist in improving the pan-London
IAG service for both FE and adult community
learning (ACL). A new IAG service should clearly
demonstrate to learners the positive outcomes
each course can offer (these should include
labour market outcomes, as well as a range
of social outcomes). It should also clearly outline
progression
pathways, to
55% OF LOW-PAID
encourage
JOBS IN LONDON
progression
ARE DONE
through the
BY WOMEN
skills system
(see priority
2). Boroughs should bring together learners,
residents, providers and employers to determine
the best ways to improve IAG for its users. This
should then be fed into the GLA’s work on
creating a new IAG system across London.
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Delivering well-paid, quality jobs
in Central London
»» Central London boroughs will use their leverage
over local job creation, for example through
procurement, planning and other mechanisms,
to promote high-quality, well-paid jobs.
Central London boroughs will maintain their
commitment to, or will explore, a range of
accreditations and standards which will ensure
quality employer and recruitment practices
within local authorities. These include: Living

Wage accreditation, Social Mobility Pledge
accreditation, and adopting the Mayor’s
Good Work Standard. CLF boroughs will also
work to encourage local businesses to adopt
these standards.

Linking employment programmes with
skills provision
»» CLF and its member boroughs deliver a range
of employment programmes which aim to
support those furthest away from the labour
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Families and Communities Employment Service (FACES),
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
FACES was an initiative launched in 2014 to
support local families (based in Kensington and
Chelsea and Westminster) who were already
engaged with Children’s Services. The purpose
of FACES is to help these families into employment,
training and volunteering.
FACES emerged as part of the Troubled
Families programme, and offers support to
parents and family members through customised
and personalised support from employment
coaches. FACES staff work in close collaboration
with partners including health services, clinical
commissioning groups, job centres and local
community education providers to enable
appropriate and targeted support. Many clients
face complex multiple barriers to employment,
with mental health issues and challenging family
situations commonplace. Staff adopt a holistic
and person-centred client approach, meeting
clients when and where it is convenient.
The first phase focuses on building trust and
confidence, and then staff work with clients on
skills development, addressing barriers to work,
for example through childcare support or debt

market into employment, including specialist
provision for individuals with health conditions
and disabilities via Working Capital and Central
London Works, and sector-facing employment
support such as Construction Careers. These
programmes allow Central London boroughs
to reach many more of the people within our
priority groups than would be possible without
them. Each programme offers support to help
participants
improve their skills
71% OF
and qualifications,
LONDONERS
or access
WITH NO
apprenticeships.
QUALIFICATIONS However, as
ARE ON LOW PAY with most UK
employment
programmes, there remain structural barriers
to ensuring that participants access the training
they need to progress in London’s labour market,
in particular the time available on programmes,
the costs of higher-level courses, and funding
rules which prevent multiple funding streams
following individual participants.
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advice, and reassuring families with benefit
checks and ‘better off’ calculations.
The team works in partnership with Public
Health and DWP and measures progress towards
work in terms of an individual’s improved health
and wellbeing. The service has worked with
over 500 individuals to date. Of these clients,
55% entered employment, of which 55% sustained
employment beyond six months. The service
also focuses on and measures progression, and
48% of clients have achieved ‘positive progression
outcomes’, which are defined as registering
for courses, training or volunteering. The team
continues to provide in-work support throughout
the transition period, to help clients progress from
new starters to full employees.
FACES is an ongoing programme, and continues
to be developed and improved. A recent phase
of work focuses on specific support for families
impacted by the Grenfell tragedy. The support
offered to these residents is distinct from other
existing employment provision, as it seeks to
address the specific needs and barriers faced by
lone parents and families impacted by Grenfell.

CLF and its boroughs will use these
employment programmes to reach those
furthest from the labour market, and work with
local employers and skills providers to ensure
programme participants can access the skills
they need to progress in Central London’s
labour market.

Improving outcomes for priority groups from
an early age
»» Local and national employers have expressed
concern about the level of work-preparedness
amongst those leaving formal education. The
starting point to target this issue is building
better relationships between schools and
employers. CLF boroughs will work to increase
employer engagement within schools, as
employer engagement can provide a boost to
ambition and
performance
THE EMPLOYMENT
RATE FOR DISABLED amongst
young
PEOPLE IN CENTRAL people (CDI;
LONDON IS 48%
2018). It can
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also provide work experience opportunities
for students, open up a conversation about
the curriculum, and help schools to better
prepare students for work. The Mayor’s London
Enterprise Adviser Network (LEAN)3 is one good
route for building these relationships, though
there remain challenges to this programme.
CLF and its boroughs will continue to
support and engage with initiatives such
as LEAN, and also London First’s ambition to
develop partnerships between employers and
educators to boost school/college visits and
work experience placements. CLF boroughs will
also explore opportunities for facilitating direct
relationships between schools and employers.
»» Schools in Central London are performing well,
but these positive results are not sustained for
all post-16. CLF boroughs will work to join up
activities
between
8.7% OF BAME
schools and
RESIDENTS IN CLF
both higher
ARE UNEMPLOYED,
and further
COMPARED TO 3.1% education
OF THOSE WHO ARE and training
WHITE AND UK-BORN providers.
Closer
collaboration will help to promote skills
opportunities to Central London’s school
children, and ensure that more young people
progress to achieve labour-market relevant
skills. Many young Central London residents,
especially those from CLF’s priority groups, are
not accessing quality IAG that enables them to
smoothly transition from school to further study
or employment. CLF boroughs will work with the
GLA to improve London’s in-school IAG offer,
with particular focuses on improving IAG with
regards to technical and employment routes,
and on promoting equality of information within
and between schools.

PRIORITY 2
A skills system focused on progression
The low supply of mid-level jobs makes it hard for
low-skilled workers in Central London to progress
into higher-paid work. CLF boroughs should seek to
ensure that low-wage workers have opportunities
for promotion and advancement, by working with

Step Up, Lambeth
In Lambeth about one in five residents in work are
working in a low-paid job. Step Up is a two-year
initiative, jointly funded by the Walcot Foundation
and Trust for London, which helps low-paid
workers in Lambeth and neighbouring boroughs
progress into employment that pays the London
Living Wage. The programme is available to any
resident of Lambeth or a neighbouring borough
who has been earning less than the London Living
Wage for the past year or more.
Using text messaging and email notifications,
Step Up notifies participants of job vacancies,
training opportunities and networking events
to help them increase their income. Using
information provided by participants using three
sign-up surveys, they aim to match the right work
opportunities to participants’ skills and aspirations,
and where necessary Step Up will help them find
the training to achieve these goals. Step Up also
has employment support workers available for
one-to-one meetings at their base in Peckham.
In its first two years, 540 local people were
supported, half of whom lived in Lambeth,
and half of whom lived in neighbouring
boroughs. One-third of participants achieved
an employment outcome, and of those who
achieved an outcome, the median increase in
weekly earnings was 42%. A wide range of other
benefits were reported by participants including:
greater confidence and motivation; employability
skills; technical skills and qualifications; career
management skills; and knowledge of the jobs
market. Some of these may be converted into
increased earnings in the future.

employers and providers to identify and provide
the skills most likely to lead to progression.
Securing employment with low or no skills
appears to be particularly difficult in Central
London. Employment rates for those with low- or
mid-level skills are much lower in Central London
than they are in Greater London, or in the rest
of the UK. High-skilled jobs are the main drivers
of employment growth in Central London, but
despite this, Central London’s skills system is too

3 The London Enterprise Adviser Network is a GLA-led initiative funded by Central London Forward, the Careers & Enterprise Company, and City Bridge Trust. It connects business volunteers with schools to help young people build their skills
and experiences. The LEAN is currently active in 125 primary and secondary schools, across 19 boroughs (this represents
20% of mainstream secondary schools across these boroughs). The ambition is to support all London boroughs and to be
working with up to 80% of state schools and 100% of colleges by 2020.
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focused on low-level training. Just 22% of provision
in Central London is delivered at level 3 and
above. This means that there is a lower proportion
of high-skill level provision in Central London
than in England, despite it having a higher
proportion of high-skilled employment. Delivering
skills at level 3 is crucial in creating stronger
pathways to level 4. Over 80% of those with level
4 qualifications are in employment in Central
London, and this level of qualification is in many
ways the key to London’s labour market.
CLF recognises the disparities between labour
market needs and skills provision and intends
to address these problems by working with
providers to increase the provision of high-level
technical and vocational education. In addition
to providing courses at a high level, CLF boroughs
will encourage providers to focus on progression
pathways, so that those who start with low skills
can progress to high-skilled courses.
In order to keep learners engaged, and support
them to progress through education and work,
the following action points have been identified:

Providing high-quality pre-employment support
»» Pre-employment support should be
embedded into both the ACL and FE
systems, and CLF and its boroughs will lobby
the GLA to focus on pre-employment in
commissioning. The GLA should prioritise:
• ACL courses that provide learners with
basic employability and digital skills,
which prepare learners for work, or
for more specialised courses
• FE providers that work closely with
employers to deliver relevant and
useful pre-employment training.

»» Boroughs will convene dialogues between
employers, providers and learners around
what pre-employment training would be
valuable to all parties.
Increasing the demand for and supply
of higher-level learning
While CLF boroughs must continue to provide courses
at level 1 and 2, Central London’s labour market is
dominated by those with level 4+ qualifications. More
learning at level 3 and above will provide a route into
level 4 courses, and into the labour market.
»» The Employment and Skills Board will work
with the GLA to influence AEB decisions to
increase the number of FE courses at level 3
and above, including working to identify new
approaches to funding further learning beyond
the Advanced Learner Loans model.
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Southwark Works Framework
Southwark Council have developed an in-work
progression measure for the Southwark Works
Framework. Progression is defined as a change
in employment for a client who is already in work
which results in one or more of the following:
a) Wage uplift:
• If previously on London Living Wage, wage
uplift of inflation + 10%
• If not previously on London Living Wage,
move to London Living Wage or above AND
wage uplift of inflation + 10%.
b) Accredited training outcome (to qualify,
the training outcome must be linked to local
labour market opportunities and support
entry into higher-level employment, such as
a supervisory or management qualification,
or level 3, 4, or 5 qualification).
c) Moving from zero hours or temporary hours
contract to a guaranteed hours contract
(to qualify, the number of hours must be above
previous average weekly hours).

Employability training, Wandsworth
Wandsworth Council Lifelong Learning works
with 8,000 people each year, supporting young
people and adults at different ages and stages in
their career. One of Wandsworth’s key priorities for
its Lifelong Learning offer is increasing the number
of adults accessing employability programmes.
Wandsworth’s Lifelong Learning platform
directs learners to a broad array of free
employability and personal development courses,
which are adapted and customised to the needs
of individual learners. These courses include:
• How to effectively lead a team
• Managing problems in the workplace
• Improving your customer service skills
• Effects of personal behaviour
• Functional skills English
• Developing employability skills
• Personal wellbeing.
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»» Boroughs will lobby the GLA and national
government to make short courses at level 3+
(identified as useful by employers in sectors
such as health and social care) eligible for
Advanced Learner Loans.

Working with employers to support
in-work progression
Employers should be encouraged and supported
to increase the low- and mid-skilled training they
provide, so that Central London residents and
employees without high skills are more likely to
progress within work. Boroughs should convene
work with providers and employers to develop this
type of training. Positive examples of this include the
Skills for Care CPD framework, whereby employers
are helped to identify skills needs, and to support
employees into training (Skills for Care and CWDC;
2017). Actions in this area should include:
»» CLF boroughs will bring together employers and
providers in key sectors to improve the provision
of in-work training, with a focus on training for
those in low-paid work.4
»» As those earning below London Living
Wage are now eligible for full-funding
through the AEB, providers should identify
and provide courses that will be useful for
low-paid residents.

PRIORITY 3
A move towards outcomes-based
commissioning
The current commissioning system for skills
provision serves some learners well, but it
is too heavily based on participation and
qualifications. This has created a system which
does not respond well to the requirements
of residents and workers, or to the needs of
employers. It means that even qualified learners
often do not have the skills that employers want,
as standards and qualifications are set by a
confusing mixture of awarding organisations and
intermediary bodies, which do not provide an
effective voice for business.
This system is due to change, as the GLA has
identified moving towards an outcomes-based
approach as a priority once the AEB is devolved
to London. An outcomes-based approach
means that courses could be commissioned

4

and evaluated based on certain key outcomes
providers deliver, such as the number of learners
moving into employment, such as the number of
learners moving into employment, or progressing
into further training. In addition to employment
outcomes, CLF plans to embed a focus on social
outcomes into future commissioning. The GLA
has not specified which social outcomes should
be measured, and is open to working with subregions to develop these. CLF boroughs are keen
to support the GLA in this, and embed a focus on
social outcomes into future commissioning.
Moving towards an outcomes-based focus
represents a significant change to the current
model, and is likely to involve challenges along
the way. A large part of this burden would
naturally fall on providers, so it is critical that
boroughs support providers in making this change
work. CLF boroughs plan to work with employers
and providers to redesign training courses around
learner outcomes so that training providers are
in a strong and informed position when these
changes are introduced by the GLA from 2019–20.
CLF boroughs have more leverage within
ACL than FE, so ought to begin to introduce
ACL courses based on learner outcomes from
September 2019, and will prioritise these types
of courses during the commissioning process in
the spring of next year. The GLA has so far made
few firm commitments around what devolution
will mean for ACL, but has pledged to work
with sub-regions to gain more information
on this. Refashioning ACL around outcomes
represents an opportunity for CLF boroughs
to trial this new approach, and influence the
shape of future ACL commissioning. It should
be noted that ACL cannot be expected to
deliver all of the types of outcomes that Central
London needs. ACL should be viewed as the first
rung of learning, where social skills are just as
important as employability skills and outcomes
around progressing onto further learning or
employment. The focus should not be on
immediate economic outcomes, but on patient
investment in learners.
The GLA will determine what outcomesbased commissioning looks like in London, and
the CLF Employment and Skills Board plans to
bolster its potential to influence, and get on the
front foot, by delivering the following actions:

Employers in London spend £10 billion per year on in-work training, and most of this is offered at a high level, for those
already with the equivalent of a university degree. CLF residents with higher-level qualifications are more likely to receive
job-related training than adults with the same level of qualifications in the rest of the UK, but those without high-level
qualifications are less likely to receive such training than the national average (IPPR; 2017).
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Developing and trialling new social
outcomes measures
»» CLF boroughs have already begun work on
developing an outcomes framework for ACL, but
further work needs to be done on measurement
and proportionate metrics. CLF boroughs will
work with providers to develop a series of social
outcomes, and develop a set of tools and metrics
to ensure that this data is collected in a uniform
and robust way across boroughs. The results
of this work will be fed into the GLA’s work on
social outcomes.

Testing new outcomes approaches
»» Boroughs and providers will work with employers
to hone the design of ACL courses around learner
outcomes, based in part on skills employers are
most in need of, so that learners develop useful,
labour-market relevant skills, as well as social
skills. This is in order to prepare ACL providers
for the shift to an outcomes-based model, and
ensure providers are compliant with the GLA’s
approach, so they do not lose out on future
funding opportunities. Outcomes could include:
• Improved employability skills
• Learners progressing into work, or into higherpaid work.
• Learners moving into other education courses
• Achievement of social outcomes such as
reduced social isolation, improved health
and wellbeing, development of financial
management skills, etc.
• Wider participant satisfaction with participation
and/or future prospects.
»» The CLF Employment and Skills Board (ESB)
will work to influence the GLA to commission
AEB funding based on CLF’s findings around
outcomes agreements.

PRIORITY 4:
Shaping skills delivery around CLF’s key
sectoral needs
It is important that providers are aiming for
outcomes that are relevant to London employers,
and to London’s skills needs. Employers in Central
London are more likely to have skills shortage
vacancies than employers in the rest of London
and the UK, and are more likely to face difficulties
in retaining skilled staff. As access to skilled workers
from across the EU is likely to be restricted in the
coming years, employers will need to invest more in
the skills of current workers, or skills gaps may grow.
Boroughs have identified the following sectors
as initial priorities for the sub-region:

Construction Hub, Lewisham
Lewisham’s Construction Hub was launched
in February 2018 to provide a dedicated hub
which offers support for local residents to join
the construction sector, and a range of services
and opportunities for local businesses. Lewisham
Construction Hub is funded by the council and
the Mayor of London.

Supporting residents
Lewisham Construction Hub brings together experts
from the construction industry to offer advice and
opportunities for Lewisham residents. The LCH
website provides a useful portal for residents to
access job vacancies, careers advice, training,
apprenticeships and work experience opportunities.
The Hub has worked with Lewisham College to
develop employer led training packages that suit
the needs of both employers and residents. LCH
also organises a programme of events for residents
including hoist and scaffolding information days,
apprenticeship events, open days  and events
to support specific groups into the sector, such
as a series of site visits for local women, organised
on International Women’s Day 2019.  Through such
events the Hub has been able to engage with
hundreds of candidates.
Supporting businesses
LCH provides a brokerage and businessdevelopment service to help Lewisham-based
businesses secure local contracts and to
recruit skilled workers. The LCH has a target to
award over £4 million in construction contracts
to businesses based in Lewisham over the
lifetime of the project. Local businesses also
benefit from services such as contract alerts,
tendering workshops, and recruitment advice.
LCH provides specific guidance for businesses
around employing apprentices and guidance
on apprenticeship levy funding. The Hub runs a
programme of events, and has held successful
business events including a business breakfast for
local businesses concerning council FM contracts,
and an apprenticeships morning.

•
•
•
•
•

Health and social care
Tourism, hospitality and retail
STEAM
Financial and professional services
Construction
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These sectors all face skills shortages,
which are likely to increase with automation,
changes to visa policy post-Brexit, and London’s
ageing population.
»» The health and social care sector will grow
significantly across CLF. In North Central
London demand for adult social care jobs is
expected to grow 34% by 2030 (Skills for Care;
2017). The health sector is also anticipated to
grow as a share of London’s labour market as
automation progresses.
»» The science, technology, engineering, arts and
mathematics (STEAM) sector is a key priority.
The UK tech sector is growing at twice the rate
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of the rest of the economy, and London is now
the third most important tech startup ecosystem
in the world, after only Silicon Valley and New
York (Tech Nation; 2018). The creative industries
are also growing rapidly, and accounted for
24% of London’s jobs growth between 2012
and 2016 (Centre for London; 2019). Challenges
facing the STEAM sector include the need for
highly skilled individuals, and a lack of diversity
in the sector.
»» The financial and professional services sector
is a critical part of Central London’s economy,
with financial services alone accounting for
One in every eight jobs (Metro Dynamics; 2017).
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iWork Youth Employment Scheme and Tileyard Studios, Islington
iWork Youth Employment Team is Islington
Council’s employment support service for
people aged 16–25. iWork has developed a
range of initiatives to improve young people’s
skills and career development, with each initiative
focusing on specific employment sectors such
as retail, customer service, hospitality, tech and
creative. One of these initiatives is the Aspire
event series that seeks to bring local employers
and training providers, large and small, face
to face with local young people – particularly
the cohort of young Islington residents who are
struggling the most to access good training
and employment opportunities. The events take
place throughout the year and are designed to
support employability and careers awareness
amongst local young people whilst addressing
preconceptions and concerns employers
may have about offering opportunities to this
client group.
Tileyard is a thriving creative hub in King’s
Cross, with 85 state-of-the-art music studios and
more than 75 office spaces housing over 200
creative businesses. Tileyard is recognised as a
major European hub for the creative industries,
supporting approximately 1,500 jobs.
In November 2018 Islington Council brought
Tileyard and Aspire together by hosting a techand-creative themed Aspire event at Big Sky
Studios, which is part of the same cluster of
creative businesses as Tileyard Studios. Tileyard

were among the employers who attended
the Aspire event and engaged with the young
people in attendance through ‘speed-networking
sessions’ and informative, motivational and
empowering speeches to the cohorts of young
people in attendance.
The Aspire event was a success, with feedback
from young people asserting that they developed
a much clearer understanding of the pathways
into the sector. A high number of the event
attendees applied for the Tileyard Education
opportunities. Islington Council are working with
Tileyard to ensure that the young people that
complete the programmes have support to find
employment and education destinations after
this training is completed.
Tileyard have also engaged with the iWork
Youth Employment Team by offering traineeship
and work experience opportunities to local
young residents.
In October 2018 Tileyard Education launched
their ‘Impact’ programme, which provides
four cohorts with one-week work experience in
creative businesses within the Tileyard Studios
complex. In December 2018 Tileyard Education
launched their ‘Get Creative!’ traineeships for
16–24-year-olds wishing to get an insight into the
creative industries. The iWork Youth Employment
Team are working to promote these excellent
opportunities to the young people they are
supporting into work or training.

This sector is reliant on highly skilled individuals,
and there is an undersupply of technical skills,
and skills around compliance, regulation and
risk (CoLC; 2017).
»» The tourism, hospitality and retail sector is a
major employer across the CLF boroughs, but
has historically struggled to recruit and retain
staff – this is likely to become more difficult postBrexit. However, the interpersonal skills needed
to work in this sector are likely to make this
sector resilient to automation.
»» Analysis of the projects pipeline across
the 12 CLF boroughs suggests known
construction demand in the Central London
area is approximately 300,000 now and may
peak at around 431,000 people by 2020. Across
London, estimates suggest that between 2,400
and 4,000 new workers will be needed each

year to meet additional demands on the
industry. However, survey work from 2016 found
that 47% of construction employers looking
to hire workers had difficulties in doing so
(GLA; 2017).
This work should be thought of as just the first
stage in CLF’s efforts to build a skills system that
meets London’s sectoral needs. It will also be
important for CLF to address emerging skills gaps,
especially with regards to automation. Centre
for London anticipate that around one-third of
London’s jobs could be automated, and that the
impact will be greatest for low- and mediumskilled workers in routine and administrative jobs.
On the other hand, new jobs are likely to be
created in finance, IT, education, manufacturing
and health (Centre for London; 2018). It remains
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STEAM in Camden
Camden Council launched its STEAM Commission to
highlight Camden’s unique economy and the STEAM
skills needed for the future; encourage greater
fusion in creative, digital and scientific education;
mobilise business resources to drive skills and careers
education; and tackle underrepresentation and give
young residents better access to local opportunities.
The Commission brought together business
leaders, headteachers and young people to
develop a report, Creating Camden’s 21st Century
Talent, with eight key recommendations for
employers, schools and the Council. Delivery of the
STEAM programme launched in September 2018 at
the Francis Crick Institute and is currently piloting for
two years. The Camden STEAM programme includes:

21st Century Talent Pledge
»» This aligns business support for schools into a
focused range of activities, facilitating stronger
and more streamlined links between schools
and businesses.
»» By signing the Pledge, employers commit
to at least three activities that support local
young people, e.g. through work experience,
mentoring, workplace visits, curriculum projects
or apprenticeships. Links with schools are
brokered by the Council.
»» 38 employers from a wide range of STEAM
sectors have signed the Pledge.

STEAM Ambassadors
»» Camden STEAM is working in partnership
with STEM Learning, who run the national
STEM Ambassador programme, to roll out
a STEAM Ambassador programme for
Camden employers.

difficult to predict exactly how and when these
changes will take effect, but skills provisions should
focus on skills that are likely to be resilient to these
changes. These skills include the capacity to learn
and interpersonal skills (Nesta; 2018).
In order to provide a skills system that meets
Central London’s specific skills needs, CLF have
identified the following action points:

Developing outcome agreements across key
CLF sectors
»» Boroughs, FE providers and employers will
work together to develop a series of sector44

»» STEAM Ambassadors volunteer in schools,
engaging with young people, giving
careers talks, sharing their expertise through
masterclasses, or supporting young people
with mock interviews and CV advice.
»» 45 volunteers from a wide range of
employers have already been trained
as STEAM Ambassadors.

STEAM Hub
»» The Camden STEAM Hub is an innovative
school development programme, equipping
schools to develop and embed STEAM in
the curriculum and at a whole-school level,
and supporting schools to develop deep
employer partnerships.
»» This academic year, the STEAM Hub is training
senior teachers from 21 schools.
»» Training modules have taken place at UCL,
the V&A, the Wellcome Trust and LabTech,
and include curriculum development and
leadership training, as well as high-profile
speakers and employer input. Schools
have been matched with employers to
support the design and delivery of STEAM
curriculum projects.

Camden Challenge
»» The Camden Challenge aims to provide
young people from underrepresented
backgrounds the opportunity to engage in
immersive business challenges and develop
tangible skills and career insights. Camden
have run a successful pilot, and are working
on developing further schemes with Conran,
HS1 and Lendlease.

focused outcome agreements to attempt to
address London’s skills gaps. Alongside CLF’s
continued focus on construction, CLF boroughs
will begin work in the following sectors over the
next two years:
• Health and social care
• STEAM
• Financial and professional services
• Tourism and hospitality
»» Boroughs will play a brokerage role between
employers and providers to improve the quality
and relevance of work-related training offered
by training providers.
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Influencing the GLA to provide quality LMI
»» CLF boroughs will lobby and support the
GLA to work with employers to develop and
publicise up-to-date labour market intelligence
(LMI) to ensure that the skills system is informed
by labour market needs. This will allow skills
providers and boroughs to remain informed
about changing sectoral priorities.

Improving digital skills within boroughs
»» CLF boroughs aim to be at the forefront of the
initiative to boost technical and digital skills (a
key component of STEAM) across the sub-region,
and have the opportunity to improve these
skills among their own employees. Boroughs
will coordinate meetings between IT leads and
skills leads in boroughs to improve the technical
training offered to borough employees.

PRIORITY 5:
More and better apprenticeships
Apprenticeships, when they work, offer residents
fantastic opportunities to learn as they work, and
progress through the labour market. However,
they are not being taken advantage of by either
employers or residents in Central London. Central
London has a disproportionately low number of
apprenticeships. Proportionately fewer employers
in the capital offer apprenticeships, and there a
fewer applications per apprenticeship vacancy
in London than elsewhere in the country.
Apprenticeships are also less popular with young
people in the capital.
»» Nearly half of apprentices in Central London
are aged 25 or over.
»» The rate of apprenticeship starts for young
people in Central London is one-third of the
national average.
»» Over 90% of apprenticeship starts in Central
London are at level 2 or 3.
London has suffered from a low take-up of
apprenticeships for decades, and it was hoped
that the introduction of the Apprenticeship
Levy in 2018 might help to stimulate demand.
However, the Apprenticeship Levy has so far
had limited effect. Since it was introduced there
has been a 30% decline in apprenticeship starts
across the country, with employers reporting
difficulty of use as the key explanation for this
(St Mary’s Apprenticeship Anthology; 2018).
Despite London’s low take-up of apprenticeships,
London businesses generate a larger share of levy
contributions than any other region, most of which

will not be used by employers. This underspend
could leave London apprenticeship provision
worse off than before the levy was introduced.
CLF boroughs are committed to boosting the
provision of apprenticeships, increasing applicant
demand for them, and boosting the numbers of
higher-level apprenticeships as key priorities. The
action points laid out around apprenticeships
should be adopted as quickly as possible, so
that apprenticeships in Central London can
begin to deliver positive outcomes for Central
London residents.

Increasing take-up of apprentices
in Central London
»» London boroughs have apprenticeship
targets which are set at a rate of 2.3% of their
headcount of employees. This is a substantial
and difficult change, but CLF boroughs have
succeeded in hiring significant numbers
of apprentices, and have moved closer to
meeting these targets, albeit with varying levels
of success. Boroughs have adopted different
approaches, and could learn much from each
other about becoming successful apprentice
employers. CLF boroughs should collaborate to
strengthen the in-council apprenticeship offer
across the CLF patch.

Apprenticeships in the City
Since the Apprenticeship Levy was introduced
in 2017, City of London has supported a range
of businesses in the City to understand how
apprenticeships work, and how to make
apprenticeships work for their businesses.
With a particular focus on small and mediumsized enterprises who might otherwise lack the
capacity to engage with the processes around
apprenticeships, City of London has designed
a series of eight webinars and accompanying
resource packs around the following themes:
1. Introduction to apprenticeships
2. Stakeholder engagement
3. The Apprenticeship Levy
4.  Apprenticeship practicalities and job
matching processes
5. Training providers
6. End point assessors
7. H
 iring an apprentice from within
your business
8. Hiring an apprentice externally
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The Hackney Apprenticeship Network
Over 100 Hackney residents and school leavers
are currently completing an apprenticeship within
Hackney Council. All council apprentices over
18 earn at least the London Living Wage. In 2018,
the Council was named the Top Public Sector
Employer at the School Leaver Awards.
To help share these successes across the
borough, Hackney Council manages the
Hackney Apprenticeship Network, which supports
employers to create, manage, and celebrate
apprenticeships. The aim of the Network is to
demystify apprenticeships, and make it as easy
as possible for businesses to create high-quality
opportunities which bring real benefit to local
employers and the wider borough. It also supports
residents into apprenticeships, to ensure that the
benefits of Hackney’s rapid economic growth in
recent years are shared across the borough.
Organisations which join the Hackney
Apprenticeship Network gain access to a broad
range of support, including:
»» Access to a pool of screened local candidates.
Hackney Council works with all Hackney
schools, and engages with over 1,000 Hackney
residents interested in apprenticeships
each year.
»» Support to navigate the apprenticeship
funding system

»» The opportunity to apply for funding from the
council for apprenticeship training costs
»» Support to identify suitable training
organisations from approved providers
»» Support to establish apprenticeships: creating
job descriptions, contracts, and identifying the
right qualification
»» Support to provide pastoral support and career
development activities for apprentices
»» An annual celebration event
»» Hackney Apprenticeship Network kitemark
accreditation, recognising an organisation’s
commitment to high-quality apprenticeships.
»» Access to shadowing, secondment, and
progression opportunities for apprentices with
other employers.

• Cross-borough meetings with skills and HR
leads will be held, and new approaches to
supporting the most vulnerable residents will
be developed.
• Groups of boroughs should set targets around
employing certain groups as apprentices
(particularly unemployed youth, and those
from CLF’s priority groups).
»» Becoming successful apprenticeship employers
themselves will enable boroughs to support
other employers in this work through:
• Publicly sharing best practice and lessons
learnt from this process.
• Groups of boroughs working together to
provide additional support in administration,
human resources or financial management
to help small and medium-sized employers
to take on apprentices.
• Playing a brokerage role between training
providers and employers, to reduce the

disconnect between what employers
need and what providers offer. Work
could involve increasing the provision of
high-level apprenticeships, increasing the
provision of flexible apprenticeships, and
ensuring that all courses provide digital
and transferrable skills.
»» CLF to undertake further research and
a public campaign to change perceptions
of apprenticeships, and make them more
appealing to residents.
»» Boroughs will collaborate with employers
and training providers to develop a
pre-apprenticeship offer that works for
employers and learners. Of the London
businesses surveyed, 48% stated that they
would be encouraged to employ more
apprentices if candidates were better
prepared (CBI; 2018).
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In order to join the Network, Hackney Council
asks businesses to pledge to employ at least
one apprentice under conditions that meet the
following criteria:
»» Pays a minimum of £7.50 per hour.
»» Uses a training provider with a minimum Ofsted
rating of 2.
»» The apprentice should be a Hackney resident,
someone who attended a Hackney secondary
school, or a care leaver who has been under
the care of Hackney Council.

Central London Forward
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Setting a benchmark for good
apprenticeship provision

Campaigning for more flexibility within the
Apprenticeship Levy

»» CLF will develop a framework for what good
apprenticeships look like. This will detail a set
of core principles and standards, which will
be made publicly available and shared with
employers and providers in CLF.

»» CLF boroughs will support London
Councils’ campaign to increase the flexibility
of the levy, and to retain levy underspend.
This underspend could then be targeted
toward improving uptake of apprenticeships
within levy-paying and even non-levy
paying firms.

Southwark Apprenticeship Standard
The Southwark Apprenticeship Standard was
developed in 2015 as part of Southwark Council’s
commitment with businesses partners to create
new apprenticeships in the borough. It helped
to achieve the 2014–2018 council plan target to
create 2,000 apprenticeships and will continue
to contribute to the latest target to create 2,500
by 2022. The standard is based on 10 years of
experience delivering a highly successful scheme
in partnership with some of Southwark’s major
contractors. It addresses four key areas that are
central to the success of any apprenticeship:
1.  Secure employment, with a minimum
contract of 12 months
2. Payment of the London Living Wage
3. Quality training provision
4. Mentoring and support
Southwark works in partnership with local
employers to encourage them to adopt the
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standard, promote quality apprenticeships,
celebrate excellence and offer support that works
for businesses. There are currently 51 employers
signed up to the standard.
Southwark has developed a directory of
education providers that meet the standard,
to help local employers identify quality training
courses. In addition to being graded by
Ofsted as ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’, a Southwark
Apprenticeship Standard provider will offer
a range of learning styles, offer regular tutor
contracts and fit the delivery of training to
the needs of the employer.
It is important to Southwark Council that
apprenticeships in the borough are not
just about quantity but quality, and the
Southwark Apprenticeship Standard partnership
arrangement is successfully delivering
circa 230 quality apprenticeships across
the borough each year.
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NEXT
STEPS

Delivery of the CLF Skills
Strategy will be a joint
endeavour between CLF
boroughs, our residents,
employers, providers and other
local and national partners.

Devolution of the AEB to London represents
a significant opportunity to reform skills provision
in London, and CLF boroughs intend to take
a proactive role in securing what this change
will look like. We will be using the evidence and
priorities included in this strategy to continue
to influence GLA commissioning, future skills
partnership work with employers, and emerging
policy discussions around the Local Industrial
Strategy. CLF are also keen to engage in and
support further initiatives taken by local partners
that help move Central London towards the
vision set out in our strategy. CLF’s Employment
and Skills Board will monitor progress against this
strategy annually.
The recommendations listed above are
practical actions intended to restructure the
skills system as it exists today. But there remain

meaningful structural problems, which are critical
to upskilling Central London’s residents, and
ensuring that the opportunities Central London
offers are open to all. These fall beyond the scope
of this strategy, but are potential areas for further
work and collaboration:
»» Improving the access to and affordability
of high-level provision
»» Securing a robust funding settlement for ACL,
which clearly specifies its remit and ensures
ACL is easily accessed by local people
»» Addressing discrimination and credentialism
in the CLF labour market
»» Achieving parity of esteem and quality
between vocational and academic routes
»» Securing fair pay for a greater number of
employees working in Central London
»» Lobbying for further devolution of skills funding.
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Central London Forward (CLF) is the strategic sub-regional
partnership for Central London covering twelve local authorities
in Central London: Camden, the City of London, Hackney,
Haringey, Islington, Kensington and Chelsea, Lambeth, Lewisham,
Southwark, Tower Hamlets, Wandsworth and Westminster. CLF exists
to advocate for and support the collective interests of our member
boroughs and their residents.
CLF’s overarching goal is to drive inclusive growth within the Central
London area – to support economic growth while also ensuring
that our residents have access to the skills, jobs, homes, and support
they need to benefit from Central London’s dynamic economy.
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